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Phys. Rev. 126:147-62, 1962; and Burke PG & Smith K. The low-energy scattering of
electrons and positrons by hydrogen atoms. Rev. Mo~LPhys. 34:458-502, 1962.
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The first paper described a 1 s-2s-2p close coupling priate security dearance, we found that this was
calculation of electron scattering by hydrogen atoms due to the long-range dipole potential coupling
that revealed for the first time a doubly excited ueso- the 2s and 2p states that had not been properly
nanceat 9.6 eV. it also introduced a new asymptotic
expansion that included the long.range multipole included.
introducing a newasymptotic expansion,
potentials and suggested a new pseudo-state expan- weAfter
found to our great surprise that a doubly
sion to represent short-range and long-range electron
crirrelation effects. The second paper reviewed the excited resonance appeared at 9.6 eV. Latei~this
resonance was observed experimentally by
experiments and the theory of electron and positron
3
G.J. Sdsulz;2 and M. Gailitis and R. Damburg
scattering by hydrogen atoms. (The Sd® indicates
that these papers have been cited in more than 240 showed that the long-range dipole potential also
and 190 publications, respectivelyj
modl.fied the threshold behavior of the cross
sections from their usual Wigner fonts. Since
then, resonances have been found in the scatElectron Scattering by Hydrogen Atoms
tering of electrons by almost all atoms and
P.G Burke
molecules.~.5
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Schey and I also found that short-range and
and Theoretical Physics
long-range electron correlation effects were not
Queen’s University
well represented by the usual close coupling
Belfast B’17 iNN
expansion, which indudes lust bound target
Northern Ireland
eigenstates. We therefore suggested that this exThis work started when I met Harry St. Schey
pansion should be augmented by addingsuitably
soon after arriving at the Lawrence Radiation
pseudo-states that would be able to repLaboratory, Berkele~~
in 1959, to join the Al- chosen
resent the omitted continuum channels. Pseudovarez bubble chamber group. Harr~who was at state expansions have been used in the last few
that time working with Edward Teller at the
years, particularly by Joe Callaway and coworkLivermore Laboratory, told me of their urgent
to obtain accurate is-2s and is-2p excitaneed for accurate electron hydrogen atom cross ers,’
cross sections at intermediate energies.
sections to help interpret their fusion experi- tion
This work with Schey was just one of many
ments. Having recently been in Sir Harrie
Massey’s department at University College Lon- experimental and theoretical studies of electron
don, where I had been workmg with Mike J. and positron hydrogen atom scattering that
Seaton and my wife VaJ on electron hydrogen were carried out in the late 1 950s and early
atom scattering, I was pleased totry to solve this 1960s. Ken Smith, an old friend from my University College London days, who was then at the
problem on the new IBM 709 computer installed
Argonne National Laboratory, and I therefore
at Livermore.
The basis of this work was the electron hydro- decided to writea comprehensive review on this
subject that was late!, published in Reviews of
gen atom dose coupling theory that had been
Modern Ph
formulated by l.C. Percival and Seaton.’ The
Electron scattering by hydrogen atoms is still
problem was to program the close coupling
receiving considerable experimental and theoequations for the IBM 709 and to calculate the
resultant cross sections. At first sigJst, this retical attention, particularly because accurate
seemed straightforward, if rather lengthy. How- cross-section data are required in many applications from laboratory plasma physics to astroeves~after six months of programming, we found
physics. Although there have been many theothat our solutions did not converge at energies
retical advances during the last 30 years, many
just below the 2s and 2p excitation threshold at
10.2 eV. After. many phone calls to Sam outstanding questions, particularly involving
Mendidno, who was helping with the computer highly excited states and ionization cross secruns at Livermore, sincel didn’t have the appro- tions, still remain to be answered.
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